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Burgman 125 manual

Manual de servei per a motocicletes Suzuki Burgman 125 (UH125). Manual de Servei 2003 Suzuki Burgman 125 (UH125), una gran referència per a la reparació i manteniment. Manual de servei, fixar la motocicleta vostè mateix amb un manual de reparació. Content 2003 Suzuki Burgman 125 (UH125) scooter Service ManualGeneral
InformationWarning/caution/noteGeneral precautionsSerial number locationFuel, oil and engine coolant recommedationBreak-in proceduresSpecificationsPeriodic MaintenancePeriodic maintenance scheduleMaintenance and tune-up proceduresCompression pressure checkOil pressure checkAutomatic clutch inspectionSDS
checkEngineEngine components removable with the engine in placeEngine removal and remountingEngine disassemblyEngine component inspection and serviceEngine reassembyFI System DiagnosisPrecaution in servicingFI system technical featuresECM terminalSelf-diagnosis functionFail-safe functionFI system
troubleshootingSensorsFuel System and Throttle BodyFuel systemThrottle bodyChassisExterior partsFront wheelFront forkHandblebarsSteeringRear wheelFront brakeRear brakeRear suspensionTire and wheelElectrical systemCautions in servicingLocation of electrical componentsCharging systemStarter systemIgnition
systemCombinaton meterSpeedometerLampsSwitchesBatteryServicing informationTroubleshootingWiring diagramWiring harness, cable and hose routingSpecial toolsTightening torqueService data 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48
49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 120 121 122 123 124 125 126 127 128 129 130 131 132 133 134 135 136 137 138 139
140 141 142 143 144 145 146 147 148 149 150 151 152 153 154 155 156 157 158 159 160 161 162 163 164 165 166 167 168 169 170 171 172 173 174 175 176 177 178 179 180 181 182 183 184 185 186 187 188 189 190 191 192 193 194 195 196 197 198 199 200 201 202 203 204 205 206 207 208 209 210 211 212 213 214 215 216
217 218 219 220 221 222 223 224 225 226 227 228 229 230 231 232 233 234 235 236 237 238 239 240 241 242 243 244 245 246 247 248 249 250 251 252 253 254 255 256 257 258 259 260 261 262 263 264 265 266 267 268 269 270 271 272 273 274 275 276 277 278 279 280 281 282 283 284 285 286 287 288 289 290 291 292 293
294 295 296 297 298 299 300 301 302 303 304 305 306 307 308 309 310 311 312 313 314 315 316 317 318 319 320 321 322 323 324 325 326 327 328 329 330 331 332 333 334 335 336 337 338 339 340 341 342 343 344 345 346 347 348 349 350 351 352 353 354 355 356 357 This website or its third-party tools use cookies , que són
necessàries per al seu funcionament i necessàries per aconseguir les finalitats il·lustrades en la política Cookies. If you want to know more withdraw your consent to all or some of the cookies, please consult the cookies policy. By closing this banner, scrolling through this page, clicking on a link or continuing to browse otherwise, you
accept the use of cookies. SUZUKI MOTORCYCLE INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED, (here later named as SMIPL) offers warranty for Suzuki motorcycle model Gixxer, Gixxer SF, Hayate EP &amp; Intruder (here later called Products) manufactured at its Gurgaon plant and sold through its authorized distributors. Suzuki Motorcycle India Private
Limited reserves the right to replace or repair, to its authorized distributor, at no cost, those parts that may be in the examination of having manufacturing defect within 2 years from the sale date (or) first 30,000 kms that occurs before its operation. Warranty condition : The warranty coverage of the Products will only be valid if offered and
the 4 Free Services are followed according to the given calendar. All 4 payment services according to the given calendar. Keep the service record given in the Owner's Manual duly signed by authorized distributor SMIPL for each of the 4 Free and 4 Paid. The claim of ex-change (or) repair of parts will only be considered when: The
Customer ensures that immediately after the discovery of the defect approaches the nearest authorized distributor SMIPL with the motorcycle affected. The expenses if there are to bring the affected motorcycle to the authorized dealership SMIPL only have to be borne by the customer. Customer originally produced the Owners Manual, to
allow authorized distributor SMIPL to verify ownership and service registration. Warranty claims regarding owner items such as Tires, Tubes, Battery and Sparkplug are guaranteed by their respective manufacturers and will be claimed directly by the customer under their warranty terms and SMIPL will not be liable in any way to replace
them. However, SMIPL authorized distributor will give full help in assuming the claims with the respective manufacturers. Warranty claims regarding shock absorbers (front and rear), Speedometers, etc. although claimed through SMIPL are subject to acceptance by the respective manufacturers. SMIPL reserves the right to replace the
defective part with the same part manufactured by another supplier, which is also used by SMIPL. Warranty claims will only be handled through authorized distributors SMIPL and will not be entertained directly by SMIPL at all.. SMIPL assumes no liability for consequential loss or damage caused by the failure of the parties. The delay, if
any, to carry out the repairs to the authorized dealership SMIPL, will not be for the extension of the guarantee period, nor will it give any right to the customer to claim any compensation for damages. Warranty limitation- Guarantee does not apply to: Normal maintenance operations such as tuning the engine, engine, Cleaning fuels,
wheels, brakes and clutch adjustments, as well as any other normal fit. Normal wear and tear service (i.e. brake shoes, brake pads, shims/fasteners, chain drive, sprockets, clutch plates, racing bearing kit, joints, rubber parts (or) plastic components, wheel wheels (in case of misaligned or bent), Element air cleaner, oil filter and electrical
elements such as bulb. If recommended engine oil/lubricants are not used or if they are not replaced at the recommended range. Use of non-genuine parts (or) accessories not approved by SMIPL that affect the performance and reliability of the motorcycle. Premature wear of engine parts such as cylinder, piston, valves and bearings due
to petrol/fuel adulteration. If any of the free or paid services are not done according to the calendar, the guarantee tends to run out of entitlement. Parts of the vehicle have been subjected to misuse, accident and negligent treatment, use of poor quality parts that are not manufactured (or) are not recommended for use by SMIPL on their
motorcycles. Parts of the motorcycle were rusted or its veneer or paint that came out due to air condition such as sea breeze and industrial pollution. Motorcycle used for any Competition (i.e.) Rallies (or) Racing, if used for any commercial purpose such as Contracting etc. SMIPL assumes no liability for consequential loss (or) damages
caused by the failure of the parties. Repaired parts (or) replaced under this warranty are only guaranteed by the original guarantee period for Suzuki motorcycles. Consumables such as engine oil, TFF Oil, Grease, used for warranty repair are not covered under the application of the warranty. The company is not responsible for any delay
in the service for reasons beyond the control of the company or any authorized distributor of SMIPL. SMIPL reserves the right to make any changes to the design or to add any improvement to the motorcycle at any time without incurring any obligation to do the same on the motorcycle supplied (or) sold /manufactured previously. SMIPL
reserves the right to make any changes to the design or to add any improvement to the motorcycle at any time without incurring any obligation to do the same on the motorcycle supplied (or) sold /manufactured previously. Likewise, the conditions of this guarantee are subject to alterations without prior notice. This guarantee is all written
warranty given by SMIPL for your motorcycle, and no employee, authorized distributor SMIPL (or) other person is authorized to extend or extend the warranty terms. The decision on the guarantee settlement must be made by SMIPL and will be final and binding for all interested parties. All THEY WILL BE SUBJECT TO JURISDICTION
OF (NEW DELHI). The content of this page can be changed without notice. All rights are reserved by SUZUKI MOTORCYCLE INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED No one can do reproduce, modify or modify any part or all of the contents of this page without the express permission of SUZUKI MOTORCYCLE INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
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